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With all of the restrictions and constraints from this

pandemic, I wonder how the changes we’ve adopted will

impact norms when (if?) we get back to “normal.” Will

remote work become more prevalent? Will e-learning impact

education norms? Will delivery services remain mega

popular?

 

Though restaurants were barred from hosting dine-in

patrons, our hunger for a good meal has been served by

carry-out, curbside, and delivery options.The tricky part,

though, is that all these carry-outs and deliveries mean a ton

of single-use plastics being used once and then discarded. Is

this an adjustment that will stick around? We can still be

green during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

Some stores are prohibiting or discouraging reusable

grocery bags because of the risk of contamination by

bringing them from homes into public markets. In this case,

using the bags in the store may be a way to mitigate

transmission and other contact risks. Additionally, people are

struggling with deciding what to buy or how much of it to

get. One item that has been curiously flying off the shelves

is bottled water. Along with toilet paper, people feel the need

to have tons of water on hand. 

 

All of this is to say that some of the progress we have been

making socially in green living is getting stunted. We need to

be prepared to deviate from norms in order to protect

ourselves and the common good. When it comes to plastics,

there are certain levels of usage that we just have to accept.

 

We do not have to write ourselves a blank check for total

disregard of the environment. And we don’t have to sit back

and lower our standards permanently, although we might

need to be a little more forgiving of ourselves and others.

 

If we can keep our heads, we can sort through what

changes are necessary during this emergency, what

practices for green living we can continue practicing, and

what things we need to intentionally recommit to doing well.
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Recycle
We can still learn about proper recycling and look closely at the

numbers on the plastics and sort them properly to maximize

recycling even as our single-use plastics are increased.



What Do The Numbers On
Recyclable Plastics Mean?

Recyclable plastic comes with a little recycling symbol printed on the bottom and depending on the

product, there might be a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 stamped in the center of the symbol. It’s easy to miss, but

this tiny digit is actually pretty important, because it’s an ID. Numbers 1-7 tell workers what kind of

plastic it is, and how it should be processed. It also helps recycling collectors determine what items they

can accept — and which ones go in the trash.These numbers are valuable consumer information,

because they spell out the likelihood of your recycling ending up in a landfill. Some places do not

recycle or it is suspect as to what they do with it, so limiting use of single-use plastics is always a good

idea.

Plastic No. 1

Even if you don’t know the term “polyethylene terephthalate” (PET or PETE), you’ve

probably encountered this type of plastic before. It’s the most frequently recycled

one, and it can be found in peanut butter jars, plastic soda and water bottles,

microwavable food trays, and salad dressing bottles.

Plastic No. 2

This coding refers to high density polyethylene, or HDPE. This plastic forms milk

jugs, laundry detergent bottles, butter tubs, motor oil bottles, and some shopping

bags. It’s a little tougher than PET, but nearly as common and is often recycled.

Plastic No. 3

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is best known for its use in pipes, but that’s not the only

product that relies on plastic no. 3. PVC also appears in cooking oil and shampoo

bottles, medical tubing, wire jacketing, and window cleaner spray bottles.



Growing up, we were taught that everything can have more

than one purpose. One man’s trash is another’s treasure,

some would say; we like to think we just concentrated on

the “reuse” part of reduce-reuse-recycle.

 

Pictured is one small, simple project that you can do at

home, whether you’ve got a green thumb or not. Imagine:

you, too, can pluck basil leaves from your new planters and

toss them into your cooking. Jump to the next page for the

easy directions and then make your own.

2 Get Creative



First of all, you’ll want to find a few large tin cans. (If you’re going to plant something

with a shallow root system, any size can will do—just get creative.)

 

Carefully cut the top out of the can using a can opener—preferably one that leaves very

smooth edges—and remove the top. If the rim is jagged or sharp, line it with electrical

tape so that you’re spared the unpleasant experience of sliced fingers.

 

Next, you’ll need to drill holes in the bottom for drainage. You can do this using a drill

with a metal bit, or go with less power and use an ice pick (or good ole hammer and

large nail). You will need several small holes in the bottom. If you’re using a 1-liter

container, four small holes evenly spaced should be sufficient. For the larger containers,

six small holes should do the trick.

 

To help with the drainage, place about two inches of compostable material at the bottom.

We use shredded newspaper. This just creates a permeable cushion between the

bottom of the can and the soil.

 

Add potting soil: you want some high-quality dirt here, folks. We mix in some organic

blood meal for fertilizer. Then, you’re ready to add your seeds, or transplant a small

herb plant.

How To: Reuse Tin Cans
as a Container Garden

Here’s what you’ll need:

 

Large tin can(s): 1 to 3 liters in size

Can opener

Electrical tape

Drill with metal bit OR hammer and large nail OR ice pick

Shredded newspaper OR other compostable material

High-quality potting soil and organic fertilizer

(like bone meal, blood meal, or manure)

Seeds OR small plant

How To: Reuse Tin Cans
as a Container Garden
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Swap to body care products that are safe

for you and the environment.
A great time to make the swap is while you're already

cleaning out your space.

Head to the next page to find out how.



Have you taken a good look inside your bathroom cabinet lately? Or on the

shelves of your shower? Have you really looked at their labels?

 

Make sure that all of your SPF products are mineral-based sunscreens that

contain non-nano particles. You should definitely get rid of anything that lists

oxybenzone, octinoxate, or parabens. Be sure to check our list of ingredients

to avoid — sometimes those chemicals are sneaky and can be in products

you wouldn’t normally worry about.

 

Make sure that your shampoo and conditioner are paraben free, sulfate free,

and free of other harmful chemicals like PEGs and pthalate-filled fragrances. 

 

If you’re really overwhelmed by the labels and amount of products in the

beauty aisles at the store, we can save you a step.

Our shampoo and conditioner are ocean-friendly and naturally-derived. All of

our products are. Our sunscreens have been third-party tested to be proven

reef-safe and better for our environment. Our products are packaged in eco-

conscious materials, such as sugarcane resin tubes and recycled milk jugs.

 

So, now that you've chosen to get rid of these toxic products,

what do you do with them now?

 

Mike Malterre, our company VP, suggests that you bring all of them to your

local waste center. Once there, they’ll be placed in biohazard bags or

incinerated. This can seem a little ridiculous–but the ingredients in them can

be out-of-this-world ridiculous for your body and the planet.

 

We can guarantee after you pare down your skincare arsenal to just the

good stuff, your body and planet will thank you. You’ll feel lighter, happier,

and more peaceful by making eco-conscious choices.

Tidy Up & Only Keep
Ocean-Friendly Products
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Support a Cause!

Now is a great time to give your favorite non-profits some love.

With an economy blow, unfortunately giving is one of the first items that

gets cut.

 

Running short on cash or don't know where to start? There's a ton of

ways you can help. Keep reading to find out how.



Donate to nonprofits helping to respond to COVID-19—and your other favorite causes as well.1.

 

The problem: COVID-19 is creating new needs, while 

putting enormous financial pressure on all nonprofits. From medical and 

public health needs related to the response to economic uncertainty 

impacting vulnerable populations, the COVID-19 pandemic is creating 

unmet needs above and beyond the usual. The nonprofits working directly 

to meet those needs require more resources to do so. At the same 

time—all nonprofits are feeling the pressure, even if they aren’t 

directly responding to the crisis.

 

What you can do:  If you are in a financial position to do so, 

consider making a donation to directly help combat the 

COVID-19 pandemic.

2. Volunteer for organizations that are providing critical services in your community.

The problem: Due to health and safety considerations, 

many regular volunteers, particularly those who are at higher risk due 

to age or medical conditions, will likely restrict their usual 

commitments in the coming weeks and months. Nonprofits 

who depend on these volunteer resources may be shorthanded in 

delivering critical services.

 

What you can do: Reach out to local charities and ask how you 

can best support them with your time, keeping safety in mind. You can 

also search online for volunteer opportunities in your area. Helpful 

things that you can do safely from home in support of a nonprofit’s 

mission could include everything from assisting with grant writing or 

serving as a crisis counselor on a hotline service.

3. Your voice is powerful—use it

to advocate for the individuals and organizations that need our help.

 

The problem: The problems created by 

COVID-19 are too big for any one individual or group to tackle, and 

needs will vary widely by community.

 

What you can do:  Share information with your friends and 

network on social media. Be a voice for how people can help each 

other in this time of social distancing, while staying safe. Remind people to keep supporting the

charities they care about. Even during a crisis that requires us to keep our distance from others in

our community, we can support each other throughout. Speaking up for the 

needs that exist and sharing how you are helping can inspire others to action as well.

Three Ways You Can Help
Non-Profits During the Pandemic



C o n s i d e r  Y o u r

C l e a n i n g  P r o d u c t s

K E E P  R E A D I N G  F O R  T H E

6  T O X I C  C L E A N I N G

C H E M I C A L S  T O  A V O I D

M A N Y  C L E A N I N G  P R O D U C T S  C A N

B E  V E R Y  T O X I C  T O  U S ,  O U R  P E T S

A N D  O U R  P L A N E T .
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6 MOST TOXIC

HOUSEHOLD CHEMICALS

Air fresheners are known to contain

formaldehyde, a strong (possibly

carcinogenic) substance that irritates the

skin, eyes or throat. Many contain other

dangerous chemicals which may cause

nervous system damage or pulmonary

edema in sensitive individuals. Tips to

safely keep indoor air fresh are

available here.

Bleach Drain Cleaners

Triclosan Carpet Cleaners

Ammonia Air Fresheners

A strong and corrosive substance, which

can affect the respiratory system if

inhaled. Bleach can also irritate or burn

the skin and eyes. Ingesting bleach can

cause pulmonary edema or vomiting and

coma. Wearing rubber gloves and a dust

mask when using bleach is strongly

recommended.

These dangerous substances contain lye

and other chemicals known to cause

burns to the skin and eyes, and even

blindness in severe cases. Swallowing a

small amount of drain cleaner can

severely affect the throat, stomach and

may even cause death.

Triclosan, a common sanitizing ingredient

– has been banned by the FDA but is still

found in many products.And benzalkonium

chloride, one of the most common non-

alcohol sanitizers, is a quaternary

ammonium compound considered an

emerging ecotoxin of concern.

Carpet cleaners contain naphthalene,

which is known to cause cataract

formation and liver damage over a long

exposure. The perchloroethylene in carpet

cleaners is carcinogenic, and it may cause

dizziness, headaches, kidney dysfunction,

neurological damage and other problems

from short term exposure.

Ammonia produces fumes that can irritate

the eyes, nose, throat, and lungs. People

suffering from asthma or heart or lung

problems should avoid using ammonia.

Mixing ammonia with chlorine products

(such as bleach) produces an even more

dangerous gas which is potentially fatal.

Know which dangerous chemicals to avoid, so that you can make an

eco-swap on your next trip to the store.



HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

 

What is it? 

Its chemical compound is H2O2 – water and oxygen. It’s a colorless

 and odorless liquid (it looks like water) with non-toxic whitening 

(bleaching) properties. These same properties are also EXCELLENT at 

killing germs. It’s typically sold at a 3-6 percent dilution.

 

How can it be used?

Because of its non-toxic-ness it can be used to disinfect toothbrushes,

clean wounds, lighten hair, and CLEAN!

 

Where can it be used to clean?

Bathrooms and kitchens and laundry rooms – it’s especially good for disinfecting,

mold removal, and stains on white clothing.

 

Are there any precautions?

Hydrogen Peroxide is unstable when it comes in contact with light so you need to

 keep it in the original brown bottle. If it comes in contact with colored clothing, carpet,

towels, etc. it will bleach the fibers. It also has an acidity of 11.75 so DO NOT use it on

stone (granite, marble, etc.) as it will etch the surface over time.

OUR FAVORITE TRICK FOR

MAKE YOUR OWN

NATURAL CLEANER

IS HYDROGEN PEROXIDE.

 

One More Thing...



6Keep Your
Reusable Straws

Even though we aren't dining in, we can

still purchase metal or silicone

reusable straws to keep at home or in

our bag and decline straws in our

carryout orders.

 

While we're at it, we can also decline

paper napkins, and use cloth, washable

napkins at home instead.



7 Resist Hoarding &
Panic Buying

We can resist panicking or following the

herd and not buy bottled water when our

regular drinking habits are actually

unchanged and not in danger.

We can also continue to use our eco-

friendly mindset by not buying what

we don't need - this will also help to

ensure that our neighbors get what

they need too, since we're all in this

together.



ingredients directions

2 cups old-fashioned rolled oats
1/2 cup raw sunflower seeds
1 cup sliced almonds
1/2 cup wheat germ
1/2 cup honey
1/4 cup packed dark brown
sugar
1 ounce unsalted butter, plus
extra for pan
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1/2 teaspoon kosher salt
6 1/2 ounces chopped dried fruit
— any combination of apricots,
cherries, or other favorites

Combine honey, brown sugar,
butter, extract and salt in a
medium saucepan and place
over medium heat. Add the oat
mixture to the liquid mixture and
the dried fruit.
Put mixture into the baking dish
and press down, evenly
distributing the mixture, and
bake for 25 minutes. Remove
from the oven and allow to cool 

      completely. Cut into squares and
     store in an airtight container for
     up to a week.
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Make a
Sustainable Snack

Make a
Sustainable Snack

Granola Bars



Go Outside

with your family or those you're

quarantining with.

Sometimes fresh air and

sunshine can be the best

medicine! And don't forget your

sunscreen!
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Take this time
for yourself.

Whether it be taking a bike ride to read a

self-help or book for pleasure under a tree

in the park, meditating on your balcony, or

taking a stroll around your neighborhood to

get fresh air, now is the perfect time to tap

into all of those things that make you

feel good.

 

And remember, choosing to walk or bike

greatly reduces carbon emissions for our

planet!
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L E A R N  M O R E  A B O U T

O U R  P L A N E T
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Online learning abounds as everyone spends

more time inside. Do a quick search for

something about our planet that interests you.

You never know what you may find!



Be Thoughtful
&

Kind to Others
“Be kind whenever

possible.

It is always possible.”

D A L A I  L A M A
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And remember,
we're all in this together.

The End.


